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1 Abstracts

Protection Applications of Nanotechnology in Civil Security
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One of the most important tasks for civil security in any war is the physical protection of critical

infrastructures, rapid response and rescue teams, and civilians. The main research and application

topics for improved protection solutions are developing in relation to risks from the proliferation of

chemical and biological warfare agents and from the need for better protective systems against

explosives, projectiles, and fire, especially in personal equipment for rescue forces. Against this

background and the specific security demands, the interdisciplinary field of nanotechnology plays

an important role for the development of new passive and active protective applications.

Nanotechnology offers novel materials with enhanced or new physical properties and functionalities

including higher strength, durability, embedded sensory capabilities and active materials. Protection

in civil security can be investigated in four main categories; Personal protective equipment,

mechanical strength and robustness, electromagnetic shielding and decontamination and filter

Applications. In this paper, application of nanotechnology has been investigated in the above

categories. In terms of protection, civil security applications will mainly benefit from the material

functionalities: lightweight, smart components, adaptive structures, Electromagnetic shielding and

mechanical strength and robustness. Using carbon nano tubes or nano silica in the concrete

formulation can lead to the strength structures for civil applications. The use and development of

decontamination and filter technologies for the protection of critical infrastructures and technical

equipment are closely linked to the protection of people and natural resources. These challenges are

relevant when developing decontaminating coatings, active cleaning and decontamination agents,

and catalytic filter systems. A new medical technology, based on nanoparticles containing a

magnetic iron compound, has been developed to clean the blood of victims of radiological,

chemical and biological terrorist attacks
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